Dear Subscriber,We've wrapped a'cover around this issue ofThe
FiteMaker Report in order -to.highlight a few neat

products that you might find iriteresting and productive. Please look over these four pages. In the
center of thejournal itselfis the latest version ofour
sequential index. If you p ull ou t th e centerfoJd

. index. and pull o6'this outside wrapper, you'.ll be
left with a normal-sized 16-page issue P41.

FileMaker ZlP Code
Lookup Table .

-

:2 IP'TableList

Zip.

The FiteMaker:Report.is: selling' this File,-' Maker file containiiig all 42,'500+ U;S.S.-di'git
ZIP codes with their associated City.'and State'.
names. It can be used as a lookup table with
your address files so that you'll never;a'gain
have to type-in the names'of Cities and'S'tates!
Just type. the ZIP code and':the=City::.'arid-State

66'.1:2

Records
42603
Unsorted

State

Ci t g

-;1'634'1 . PLEASANTVILLE

PA

:1'6342 . .POLK

PA

16343-.. RENO

P4

16344.

P4

R OUSEVILLE

16345 R USSELL
:1 6346 . SENECA
:16347 . SHEFFIEL'D '

P4
'

'1.'6350-' ' -SUGA'RGROVE '

PA

are immediately.'looked.up- and:inserted''-'intoyour address. If:yo'u:,:,:enter:moie:than:.a-':few

*
1 635.1:

addresses a week, the savings are:amazing. Not'
only is address entry faster,,-but.it is rnore

16352: T.IONA

PA

16353

P4

accurate and consistent as well.

' 'T.:IDIOUTE

T I O NESTA

PA

'IOO. ~Q

The table is mailed on5ou'r 800K.Macintosh diskettes.Atyour end you need to accomplish two simple

steps: (a) combine the four FileMaker files into one file on your-hard disk, (b) change the City and State
fields in your address file to lookup. fields-. Complete instructions for both tasks are included on the first
ZIP diskette. Both are easy.

,

After combinirig and compressirig the"four files into=one, about 2.4 MBytes are consumed on your
hard disk. The latest revision of this' ZIP. Table is.October, 1991. Requires FileMaker II or FileMaker Pro

and a -hard disk..
The price for the ZIPTable is $48. Specify FileMaker II or FileMaker Pro format.You may order by
phone, fax, or mail. See the order form foi ordering details.

New Product:
The BusRider
Serial::-P-oit--Exp.an:der-

New-Pioduct:-

-

Address -and Mailirig
Mari ager Template

Living on:the".:&inges-ofSilic'on Valley,.we get to .

.A riew FileMaker template in the Elk Horn
' l in -M n
r. T h i s
Library is the A ' e
ari"
:

see, &om time to time, great- new:products befor'e - :
,:. template includes'the usual fields -for entering
they reach the-general-market 'And we-caii some-:
times make special arrangements to get hot:.items to
addr e sses; plus'-a series of fields and calculations
readers before they are on the -shelves; oi to assure
. and l o o k ups that aid address maintenance and
- help track mailings.' Includes separate files for
availability ofhot products when' the supply is tight.
-

.

This month we've.arranged a special price on a'

— printing labels:and counting ZIP codes, for look-

' -

productive peripheral"for;your Mac which will be
announced toward-the. end of the. month.

. ing up repeating field sequerice numbers, and for

-

-

, generating,record serial numbers. Shoiild be used
with a:ZIP/City/ State. lookup table (available
If you are too familiar with the underside.of yoiir
or wit} a crick:m.your back-fiom bend' "g:
r ..- seParately):for-maximum efficiency. Include
-detailedprinted'-'documentationdescribingproceyour display, it's pro'oably-,because
Q bi o
you:spe'ria.':too
d
'":
.'.---duies-fo'r tWng-adymt.ge of the budt-in feat res
- d.mhf muchh-off your your- life:.connectiiig-'..and'
-:aisconiiect=-,'."-""-':,:-' and-'showiiig 'how - to: Pur'ge' duP licates . R.ePresents
ing serial
-We've'-founa
al cables;
bl
W
f
cl=a.,comp?eteiy"jj'ji@y,.'~
i I
-;
'n ll
ri'
-r,":w'iu'cii:=:aiiows".you to-- -=: th'e-"distillatioii':of'sevei'al-.yeai.s'experience at
. mairitai'nin'g- addresses in- FileMaker-.
permaneiitly plug in--up- to si'x::-'serial-p'ort=:dev'ices:.:.to
an:easily-accessible- box; The:desk':accessoiy..'software' .
.'.Namecodes for dup elimiiiation
:connects any one of the- sIx:to.;either-"the-"Mac'.s.-; '::,:
.,:.•:..Scrip'ts for'-locati&g new.mail adChesses
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•,.Keeps::.address-:status.and mailing histories
printer.or modem':port-;-:-Say:;good:bye:-to::the.-dust .;
."'-Provision
for.City/State.-lookup
-:-;,:-'::-=: —::: .
bunnies under your'desk:.': --:..:::; =: : : . : : : ,
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serid demc~ a~ b l e=-f r the M.-c =-j be1'p~tem fax modems;:In-addition, you.pick:up:::some'=extra:.
- ADB as-well.
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. by.rariges of ZIPs iiito:-inultiple:files;We keep
more: than ..1:/4-million addresses' in FileMaker

-
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.
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- files like this.

• Chooser-compatible softwaie-port.selectioriAny.two serial;,portsiiiay.'.be actiye.-ata'time.
~ LED.:port'selection=.indicators':.
'

-

-

:

-

-

.
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• Small size: 4;8 x 6;8 x:1.5.inches .
'Cables to'the.computerincluded • No mechanical switches
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:

Requires'a Macintosh with-:an ADB bus'. Sug-

.

.: Designed-'for,::addresses that include the names

of:.individuals:;-'Not::-designed -for'co'ntact tracking'
—:: or.for. multiple':names per iecord. Requires use of
-.unique serial.numbers:-for'each::record;Requires
-

.

:

=:-::-":

-

-

gested'retail price is $169. Qur price:is $148.

- E'asily.handles'iip.-to:about.20,000- — 25;000

— addresses.in'one::file; For larger collectioiis, group

-

-

- Includes j."bcl-pririt ng file for large- runs

-

- FileMaker Pro; Available in December', .1991.
rice $
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A FileMaker Correspondence File
By Mike Harris
Watertechnics
Wo RD PRocEssoRs, spreadsheets and databases
are the most common types of software used on
Macintoshes. Also common is using the wrong type for
a particular job. As a consultant I see a lot ofwork
which should be done in a database being put into

spreadsheets and word processors. The usual reason is

Given this background, it is with considerable selfconsciousness that I write this article to suggest using a
FileMaker file for one-page letters and memos. I am
not looking forward to a lot of calls from subscribers
telling me to "learn how to use a word processor!" Still,
I have been so happy with this solution for a number of

nagging little problems, that I will risk the phone calls
and let you readers decide whether I've finally gone off

the edge of some FileMaker cliff.

that the operator owns and is comfortable with some

particular program and lacks the experience to know

Pro Is Much Better

that fundamentally different software is required for

FileMaker II was awkward as a word processor; it
was hard to even recommend it for form letters, where
the common letter text was part of a layout. It was difficult to create a reasonable letter layout since each text
line was treated as a single layout object. It was usually

different types of jobs.
This approach haseven been common among the

ad hoc professional consultants who grew up during
early microcomputer days. These are the people who
know their spreadsheet program inside out and consequently do everything in spreadsheets. It seems particularly difficult to root out the use of spreadsheets for
databases since a spreadsheet almost works as a database for small amounts of data. It maybe a long time
before its use can be corralled into its proper domain.

better to go through the tedious routine of merging
FileMaker addresses with Word or WriteNow or MacWrite II merge files rather than to try to do a mailing
within FileMaker. But FileMaker Pro is much better, in
fields and in layouts. Pro even has comprehensive spell

checking.

•

•

A FileMaker Correspondence File
Hunting the Elusive Field
FileMaker Button Tips & Tricks
Quick Tips &Techniques
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While I would never suggest that you

For instance, my company letterhead

Kim Hunter introduced

give up your word processor, FileMaker
Pro works great for me as my primary

has graphics across the top and down the
right side. I don't get letterhead profes-

to these pages the

application for short (one page) letters,

sionally printed: I like to print everything

basic idea of using

memos and notes. Almost all my correspondence these days seems to be one page

in one pass with plain paper on a laser
printer. I am not good enough with word
processors (or perhaps do not have a good
enough word processor) to format a

In issue ¹2, page 19,

FileMaker for some
word processing tasks.

or less. (One could argue that almost all

business correspondence should be one
page or less.) Like everyone else, I feel too
busy, and several problems with short letters had become annoying time-wasters.

Figure 1
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stationary template which allows this kind
of across-and-down-a-side graphic to be
printed on a page with word processor
text. Of course, it can be
done in one pass in PageMaker or by printmg the
letterhead graphic in one
pass and the text on another. But I don't want to
deal with any of that. In
FileMaker I can get one-pass

s I
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printing and time-saving
convenience.
I also want to make good
use of my FileMaker address
file, Active Addresses. This
is a file I use constantly. Not

g

only do I keep all my phone
numbers there, but Active
Addresses is my most-used

44* rnnnyura
Wnnsnrnnnn Cns
45UTn
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lookup file for other databases, like my invoicing file.
With a FileMaker correspondence file I can lookup
any correspondent's address
using a last name. This saves
time and increases accuracy
and consistency over any
technique I know about for
using databases and word
processors together.
For letters, my address
fields are looked up from
Active Addresses which already contains the addresses
of nearly everyone I might

write. If the lookup fails then I consider
whether the current addressee really should

Still, this is not quite enough editing power. The Last Name lookup is a simple one,

be added to Active Addresses. I accom-

not very specific, and it occasionally gets
the wrong address, where two last names

plish a number of things by using my address database: I save time entering the

To make an object nonprinting, use the Slide
Objects option under

are identical. Sometimes I write a letter to
someone not in my Active Address file,
and I may not want them to be added to
that file. Also, since I sometimes import
addresses, for mass mailings, from files
with all upper-case addresses, the FileMaker Proper function is used to insure

address, I reduce errors, both in my letters
and in Active Addresses, and I promote
consistency in all my business documents.
I use one field for all the text of a letter.
It is much easier to locate and search a single FileMaker file for a particular word or
phrase than it is to open and
lettersFM BB
close a myriad of scattered
Ms. Stacy
Sharp
Systems USA, Inc.
word processor documents.
Of course, the file is also
400 Point Blvd., Ste 480
San Francisco CA 9 4080
more convenient for copying
text from older letters bemedidadi fyitefIN daveoplatat
Formal Sal
cause you don't have to scan
Informal Sal
Stacy Sharp
several other files.
Closing Full
Systems Usa, Inc.
400 Point Blvd., Ste 400
San Francisco, CA 94080

the Arrange menu in
Layout mode.

Figure 2

0
80
8

The Basic Layout
Figure I (on the previous
page) shows the basic letter
layout. The name and address fields in the upper right
are looked up from Active
Addresses, based on the Last

Stac)c

Name field. These fields, and

Daystar 50MHZ 68030: has been around the longest, a verygood
record of compatibility, cost about $2,000-

several other objects on the
layout, are nonprinting.
They are on the layout only
for editing convenience.
These fields are combined
using a text calculation into
the actual salutation address
field, called Address.
Any changes made to the
individual name/address
fields are reflected immediately in the Address field. So,
I can make minor corrections to the salutation
Address with direct changes
in these individual fields.

Regardiag your reiiueat for iaformation about ways to speed up
yom computer so that Stock Reports can be run more atuickly:
there are a number of accelerator boards which can added to your
Maciatosh CX. The performance impravement of the alternatives is
directly related to cost. Since your <X is a fairly new machine and
already in the midrange of Maciatosh performance, there is veiy
little point in buying a low cost accelerator: there would be only a
modest improvement.
At the high ond, thore a three products which have gstten good
reviews for performance ond compatibility:

mR JLoinac: 68040 based; newest product with
~Fus o i~atn ystgm
least track record; some af our customers have bought oae and
reporied no problems; cost about $2300I~ i f j t ~ c e f,: 68040 based; best performance; some compatibility
preblems reported in early models but they seem to have been
mostly worked out; Iargest company of the three, most likely to
survive andcontinue to develop/support their product; Just
announced new software which will aUow the Rocket card to run
independently of the main, original CPU - this sneans thss yeu may
soon be able to rua the Stock Reports in the background (on the
Rocket) while you olso do word processing (or something else)your computer would not be tied up bythe report generation; cost
about 82600-.

Any of these accelerators should cut your report generation time in
half,the more eapensive ones doing a little better. Myinclination
would be to go with the Rocket, because you might end up getting

true multitasking out of it. However, you can't go wrong with the
Daystar,it is a very safe choice. The Tokomac is the least
eupensive 68040 based accelerator, and a 68040 card is based oa
the Iatest technology, the 68030 chip wiN soon be passed hy and
considered slo-ead". We would charge about 8250- to come to your
office, instag and check out one.

SanSsssr lans
Wuaawlaa CA
• 5O7A

aas. sas sasl

Michael C. Harris
Senior Partner
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that all of these individual address fields
are upper/lower case when combined into

to do it with check boxes. The Ltr Saluta-

the Address field. Using this Proper function sometimes screws up certain words or

tions, placed on the layout so that every

phrases (see "Systems Usa" in Figure 2).

the printed page. The three check box

To allow easy correction of any address

fields — Formal Sal, Informal Sal and
Closing Full — are all simple number
fields, with a value list containing only the
number "I". On the layout they are formatted as check boxes. So, the salutation
and closing fields are:

problem, I created a field called Address
Manual where I can enter an entire address exactly as desired and have it appear
in the salutation Address.
The formula for the final salutation

address field is:

tion and Closing fields are text calculafield slides up to an appropriate place on

Ltr Salutation =

Address =

(text result)

If (Informal Sal = 1, First Name & ",", If
(Formal Sal = 1, "Dear" & "" " & Prefix
& """ & Last Name & ":","Dear" & "

equations where the

(text result)
If (Address Manual > na", Address
Manual, Proper (Prefix) & Proper (First
Name) & If (First Name ( na",Prefix &
" " " n " n ) & Proper (Last Name) & n$n &
Proper (Organization) & n5n & Proper
(Street) & n$ n & Proper (City) & ", An &

reader should insert a

State & "" " " & Z i p Text & n$ n & n $ n)

Closing =
(text result)
If (Closing Full w " "," Michael C. Harris"
& n5 n & "Senior Partner","Mike Harris")

(The double return characters at the end

Note: alternative implementations of the

serve to space properly the salutation that

check boxes will also work. Using two
fields with radio buttons is a possibility.

We use "to indicate
places in our printed

space.

follows in a sliding environment.)
Salutation and Closings
I wanted to be able to choose quickly
suitable salutations and closings. I decided

Figure 3

& First Name & ": n))

Elaborations
As described, this file is quite basic.
There are a number of possible enhancements. I can associate the salutation and

greeting type with the address record in Acttve
'

Letters FM BB
Staott Sharp
Sgstems US4, Ino.
400 Point Blvd, Suite 400
San Franoisoo, Ch 94080

Ms. Stscy
Systems USA, Iac.

Shsrp

Addresses so that I can
look up the level of formality with the address.
This saves additional steps

400 PointBtvd., Ste 400

Ssn Frsnclsco CA P4000

matfnlsdt siutesm detutoplnant

Stscy Sharp
Systems USA„ Inc.
400 Poist Blvd, Sulte 400
Ssn Frsncisco, CA %4000

Formsl Ssl

Q

and always insures, say,

Closing Full 3

that an informal letter is
sent to close business associates and customers. In
a group of identical letters
to a mixed group of people — in respect to our
closeness — the salutation

Stacy:
Regsrding your request for informatioa sbout wsys to speed up
your computer so that Stock Reports can be rus more quickly:
there are snumber of sccelerstor bosrds which csn added to your
Macintosh CX. The performance improvement of the alternatives is
directly relsted to cost. Sinceyour CX is s fairly new machine and
alresdy in the midrange of Macintosh performsnce, there is very
little point in buying a low cost sccelerator: there would be only a
modest improvement.
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and closing are switched from formal to

several different addresses, or local contacts,

informal without each record being exam-

the address could be changed on the letter-

ined and adjusted.

head to reflect the ofFice ciosest to the recipient or their local contact.

I might also look up different letterheads by placing my letterhead graphic
(with text as part of the "graphic") in a
looked-up picture field. A value looked up
from Active Addresses could determine
which letterhead is printed for a given customer. For people who operate more than
one small business, or just for making different sorts of impressions,
this tying of letterhead type
to specific customers is
something I would not know

Mike Harris is Senior Partner at Watertechnics, a Macintosh consulting company specializing in systems for small businesses and
corporate work groups. He would like to talk
with any reader about this article or other
Mac subjects.He can be reached at: 408-

761-3987, AppleLink X2338 or PO Box 2307,

Figure 4

Santa Cruz, CA 95063.

how to do so easily in a word
processor. This works with

any letterhead graphic including one like mine that
crosses both the top and a
side. ]ust put the text fields
on top of a large picture field
to get any effect you like.
Of course, the text of the

letter can be looked up as well.
You might look up different
Lettertext field text, all with
the same basic message, re-

flecting your relationship with
the recipient: some people
might get a light, jocular form
of the text while others got a
very formal version. Naturally,
there could be many variations
if desirable, such as in a test
mailing of different solicitation letters. You could randomly vary the text and/or
appearance ofletters in a mass
mailing, to study the effectiveness of different versions,

while retaining a record of
which version each recipient
received. If your business has

aedldash spttesnsdevdopmeat
Stacy Sharp
Systems USA, Inc.
400 Point Blvd, Suite 400
Saa Francisco, CA 940$0

Stacy

Regardingyour request for information about ways to speed up
your computer sothat Stock Reports cen be run more quickly:
there are anumbar ef accelerater boards which can added to your
Macintosh CX. The perfea mance improvument of the alternatives is

diractly related to cost. Since your CX is a fairly aew machine and
alraady in
the midraage ef Macintosh performance, thare isvery
Rttle point m buying a lew cost accelerator: there wouid be oaly a
modest improvement.
At the 1ighead,there a three products which have gotten good
reviews fer perforanance and compatibility:

Daystar Sg MHZ 6$0$0:has been around the loagest, a very good
record of compatibiliay, cost about $2,000Fusion DataSystems' Tokemac: 6$040 based; newest product with
kasttrack record; sonae of o ua customers have beught oae aad

reperted nopro1lems; cost about $2$00Radius Rocket: 6$040 based; 1ost performoace; some compatihility

problems reportedin early modals but they seam to have been
mostly worked out; largest company of the three, most likaly to
survive and continue to develop/suppert their product; just

anaounced new software whichwillallowthe Rocket card to run
independently of the main, original CPU - this meens that you may
soon be ableto run the Stock Reports inthe background (on the

Rocket) while you also do word processing (or something else)your computer would notbe tied up bythe report geaeratien; cost
about $2600-.
Any ef these accelerators should cut your report generation time in
half, the more eapensive enes doing a little better. My incllnatien
would 1e to ge wit1 the Rocket, 1ecause you might ead up alettiag
true mukitaskng eutef it.However, you can't go wrong wah the
Daystar, It is averysafe cheice. The Tokemac isthe least
eapensive 6$040 based accelerator,and a 6$040 card is hosed on

t1e Iatest technology, the 6$030 chip will sooa be passed by and
consialeredalo-aad".We would chorge about $2$0- te come te your
effice, iastol and check out ene.

CaeF\aar Lala
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Michael C. Harris

Senior Partner
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Hunting the Elusive Field
By S.C. Kim Hunter
Acropolis Software

ence of which fields are on which layouts.

As shown in Figure I, two columns on
the right display lists oflayouts and fields.

DID YOU EvER hunt through layouts

For a detailed discussion of Pro security
features see the article
on page1ofissue¹40.

looking for a certain field so you could

in the Layout column. The second field in

view the entries in that field! You may
never need to use the FileMaker Pro access

the Fields column, Date, has a solid bullet
in front of it which indicates this Layout
has this field on it. Other fields have

protection or passwords, but you may find
the attendant cross-reference list oflayouts
and fields very useful for locating which
layouts show a given field or which fields
are on a given layout.
Figure I shows the Pro Access Privileg-

es Overview dialog for the Expenses file
included in the Templates folder shipped
with Pro. This dialog is opened from the
File menu by choosing Access Privileges...

dimmed (gray) bullets except Tax Deductible? which is also on the Tax Report Find
layout. Fields that don't appear on the selected layout have dimmed bullets. This
trick helps you find the fields on any layout.
Figure 2 shows the Date field selected
in the Fields column. Three layouts show

which leads to a hierarchical sub-menu,
from which you choose the Overview...
option. The purpose of this dialog is to

solid bullets: Enter Expenses, Enter Bills
and Tax Report Find. This is because the
field Date only appears on those three layouts. (The other layouts have dimmed bul-

view established passwords and groups.

lets.) So if you want to find a field, just

Since I rarely use passwords, I found the

select it in the field list, then note which of
the layouts have solid bullets — those are
the layouts that have that field on them.
This hunting process will be more

dialog a bit confusing until I noticed a
great feature which has nothing to do with

using passwords: it provides a cross-refer-

Figure 1

In the figure, Tax Report Find is selected

complicated if groups and

flccess Priuileges for File "EHpenses"
Groups

1 Passtuords

Lagouts

1 Fields

Enter Expenses
Enter Bills
Monthlg Expense

Check No
Date
Expense Amt

Mo. Expns Rpt-C
Monthlg Deposit
Mo. Exp Rpt-Cate

Categorg 1
Pagee
Deposit Amt

Tax Report
Menu

Categorg 2
Due

Help
Intro

Date Due
Number Dags Due'.
Processed?
Amt Due
Month
Total Expenses

Total Deposits
Month text
0

• Accessible

e Notaccessible o

Tax Deductible?

View o n ly

B These links are locked until a group is selected.
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passwords are assigned in the
file because the condition of
the bullets denote access privileges. As indicated in the figures, solid bullets mean the
field is accessible, dimmed
bullets mean not accessible,

and empty bullets (circles)
mean a field can be viewed
but not modified. If a field has
a solid bullet you can edit it,
so it must be on the layout.
Also if it has an empty bullet
you can view it so it must be
on the layout. But if the bullet

is dimmed, it either isn't on the

layout or access is deniedto

Bccess Priuilegesfor File "ENpenses"
Groups

your password.
A further complication is
that, if passwords are assigned

1 Passwords

,: :, Q Lagouts
Enter Expenses
Enter Bills
Monthly Expense

Mo. Expns Rpt-C
Monthly Deposit
Mo. Exp Rpt-Cate

to a file, you must have a password that provides access to
the entire file before you can
open the Access Privileges
Overview dialog. If you have
opened a file with a limited
password, the File menu will
show Change Password instead
of AccessPrivileges....
By the way, one of the confusing things about the Access

Tax Report
Menu

Help
Intro
Tax Report Find

Fields
Check No
Expense 4mt
Category I
Payee

Deposit Amt
Category 2
Due
Date Due
Number Days Due I::::I
Processed?
Amt Due
Month

Total Expenses
Total Deposits
Month text
Tax Deductible?
e Not accessible
o Yi e w only
• 4c cessible
1 These links are locked until a group is selected.

Privilege dialog is how you link groups,
passwords, layouts and fields. You do it by
selecting words then clicking the bullets.

For more details consult the FileMaker Pro
manual or the lead article in Issue ¹40 of
this journal.

Figure 2

FileMaker Button Tricks R Tips
By Glenn Brewer & Chris Crim
Claris Corporation

fective databases. Eliminating confusion

and simplifying the design are keys to
maximizing the benefits of buttons. Here

WI T H

THE ADVENTof FileMaker Pro,

buttons have changed substantially the

are a few useful button tips.

discusses several useful techniques for

• Any Objectcan beaButton In FileMaker Pro, any layout object except a field
can be designated as a button. Blocks of
layout text can become buttons as can
boxes and other objects drawn on the layout, as can graphics that are imported or
pasted into the layout. It is not necessary
to layer a non-text object, such as a rounded rectangle, under layout text in order to
create a button. (Although this technique
may be desirable in some instances, it can
create unnecessary screen redrawing which
usually should be avoided.)
• Don't Overuse Buttons Because there

making use ofbuttons to design more ef-

are so many possible menu commands

way FileMaker databases are designed and
used. In conjunction with scripts, buttons
allow an unprecedented level of customization of FileMaker databases. They enable
the database designer to simplify the navigation and use of a complex database so
that even a casual user can take advantage
of a sophisticated design.
However, buttons are not always used
as effectively as they might be. In some
cases, they are overused or are not used
consistently on each layout. This article
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and scripts that buttons can activate, it is

easy to overuse buttons. But duplicating
most of the entire set of menu commands

It is also often a good idea to include
explanatory text with buttons in case the
user does not understand the button's
purpose from the button alone. To make
things simpler for the user both the text

except a field can be

on each layout is not a very effective use of
buttons; often less is more. Think about
the tasks that are most commonly needed

used to contruct a

and most frequently required on each lay-

should trigger the button action. There-

button.

out, and supply buttons only for those ac-

fore, if the user clicks on either the text or

tions. Little-used operations shuld remain
in the menus.
• Keep Buttons Consistent Providing a
consistent set ofbuttons on each layout

on the picture, the button command will
be executed. The easiest way to accomplish
this is to group the button and the text
together before designating the group as a
button. But defining them as two buttons
also works.

Any layout object

helps users quicklybecome accustomed to
navigating the database. Keeping the ap-

tions, the user should be able to click a

ty. Primary buttons are the set ofbuttons
used for the principle functions of the da-

ton should switch to a layout that contains
information specific to the user's current

tabase. Examples of primary buttons in-

context, rather than a nqn-specific help
screen that describes all the features of the
database. Because there is no limitation on
the number oflayouts that can be created
in FileMaker Pro, as a rule of thumb, there
should be at least one help layout that corresponds to every major function of the
database. Examples might include report

should appear in the same place on every
layout. Buttons that are specific to a particular task should appear where they are
most noticeable and can be quickly accessed. As a general rule, however, the buttons
that control the primary functions of the

database should be consistently organized,
from layout to layout, in one location on
the screen.
• Good Button Design Make sure that

only on-screen and 72
dpi paint-type icons
serve well. For buttons

that will be printed,
higher-resolution
graphics may look
better on the printout.

Page 8 • Issue 41

• Providing Help In almost all situa-

pearance of each layout similar and placing the primary buttons in the same place
on each layout helps to establish familiari-

clude: Print, Go to Main Menu, and Help.
This is not to say that all buttons

Most buttons are used

and the picture that represents the action

all of your buttons are clear as to their
meaning. Using pictures that convey the
appropriate meaning is a good way to accomplish this. The "Main Menu" button
in the FileMaker Pro templates is a good
example of a button that clearly conveys a
meaning. Where possible, use buttons that

are similar in size and appearance, but not
so close that one button can be confused
for another. A bad practice is to reuse the
same button several times to indicate different actions.

button to get help. Ideally, each help but-

generation, data entry, and searching.
General Button Techniques
There are a number of features in FileMaker Pro that make the use ofbuttons
more convenient. Features like those that
follow allow the designer to provide a simpler view of the database for the user.
• Switching Layouts Creating a button
that switches layouts can be accomplished
in two different ways. The first technique
involves specifying in the button dialog
box which layout to switch to when the
button is pressed. In general, this method
will be more direct (and therefore faster)
because the layout reference is stored
along with the button.
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On the other hand, using a
'button to execute a script to

ClarisS PersonalOrganizer

switch layouts is less direct be-

Clarise Personal
Organizer

Welcome to the

cause the script has to be downloaded (if the database is operating on the network), and the

Click on yourconfiguneion

code required to execute the

script has to be loaded into
memory. However, this second
method has the distinct advantage that it will automatically
switch the user to Browse
whenever the button is execut-

Help

SElPlus [Black 8c White)

Mac II series l13 color)

ed. This can be useful for creating an "Exit Find" button for a

1 00 ~Q~

special Find screen, for example; when "Exit Find" is selected, FileMaker would not only switch layouts, but
would also return to Browse mode (rather
than staying in Find).
Of course, if the script accomplishes
other actions in addition to switching layouts it may be worthwhile anyway.
• Steering to Designated Layouts Providing a consistent entry point into the
database is an excellent way to control the
user's experience. In FileMaker Pro, there
is a very easy way to insure that each user
enters the database on the same layout.
While in Layout, go to the layout that
should be the primary or startup screen.
Choose Layout Options from the Layout
menu and checkthe box labeled "Switch
to this layout when opening file". Whenever users open the database, they will be
switched to the designated layout, regardless of how the last user closed the file.
Often the initial screen(s) of the database are used to set up the database environment and help the user get started. In

cases where a database is used by multiple
machines on a network, it is often desirable to create one set oflayouts for Mac
Plus and SE users and a different set for

Q

Mac II users with bigger screens. One approach is to start with a screen like the one
shown in Figure I above (from the Claris
Personal Organizer).
Once the user has indicated their
screen size, a design like this can switch to
one of two Main Menu layouts that then
makes available navigation buttons that
steer to layouts of only the right screen
size.
This Main Menu screen is where the
major tasks specific to the database are
shown. For example, there might be buttons for selecting various reports that
could be run, or buttons for functions
such as entering new customers or updating outstanding invoices. Typically, database operations branch out from the Main
Menu. Eventually, the user returns to the
Main Menu in order to initiate a new activity.
The Main Menu approach canalso

Figure 1

help minim ize proliferation of b u t t ons on

other layouts. Each operating layout only
needs a button to return to the Main
Menu (in addition, perhaps, to a couple of
buttons that are quite specific to the current screen).
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• Non-printing Objects There is a new
feature in FileMaker Pro that can be used

that use buttons allow the user toFind a

to designate objects as non-printing. Using

group of records. In most of these databas-

this feature the database designer can cre-

es, the user is presented with a simple lay-

ate a layout for data entry and include

out that contains a few fields where they

whatever instructions, label text, or but-

can create their Find request. In many

tons may be desired. By judiciously selecting objects that are to be excluded from
the printed output, the layout can be made
suitable for printing as well as data entry.
In Layout mode, simply select the ob-

designs there is a button for viewing the

ject(s) that should not appear on the
printed output, and chooseSlide Objects
from the Arrange menu. Select the option
oDo not print the selected objects".

possible choices for each of the fieldsthat executes the ViewIndex command.

Showing a user an exhaustive list of every
word in a field may not be very useful because much of the text is not significant

(e.g., "the, and, or, but" are all indexed).

jects will affect sliding. If you want other
objects to slide into the position occupied
by a set of non-printing objects, turn slid-

Often, it is better to create a special keywords field that contains only meaningful
words for an associated field. Then the
View Indexcommand can provide amore
useful list of items for the Find request.
• Colorizing Buttons Many buttons are

ing on for those non-printing objects.

based on pictures created in black and

With sliding off, the non-printing objects

white paint or drawing programs. How-

will leave white space behind and will
block other objects from sliding.
• Find Button When the button com-

ever, on color machines, the addition of
color makes buttons stand out on the layout. (Indeed, coding button functions by
color can sometimes be quite productive.)

Keep in mind that non-printing ob-

mand for Find was implemented in FileMaker Pro, we thought it would be useful
to give this particular button a double

meaning. We did it like this: if the user is
in Browse mode when the button is
clicked, FileMaker will switch to Find
mode. On the other hand, if the user is
already in Find mode, clicking the Find
button will actually execute the Find request. This is particularly useful for creating a single layout with a button labeled
Find that performs the appropriate action
based on the current context.
Figure 2
Last Name

First Name

Compang

Kroeger

Joe

Brewer
Herris
Hunter

Glenn
Mike
Kim

Elkhorn Publishing
Cleris
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• View Index Many custom databases

WeterTechnics
Acropolis

Amount Owed

$1,200.00
$500.00

$350.00
$450.00

It is possible to color black and white images in Layout by selecting the object and
choosing a color from the line color palette (not the fill color palette). This technique is very effective for creating simple,
colored buttons. Moreover, it results in
more space efficient objects than can be
created using a color drawing or paint

package.
• Show Buttons While designing a
database with buttons, it is sometimes easy
to forget which objects are already buttons
and which need to be made into buttons.
Fortunately,
we have the Show command
in the Layout menu. One of the Show options is Buttons. As long as this feature is
on, all buttons appear with a two-pixel
gray border for easy identification.
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Advanced Button Techniques

There are several 'advanced'

Last Name

techniques that can be employed

Laat..Name

using buttons in FileMaker Pro.
Although they may not be obvi-

First Name

Company

Amount Owed

Amgiint.Qwed

Kirst.lt]aaia

Define Button

ous, most of the techniques that
follow are fairly simple and can
add a lot of value to many data-

In Browse or Find mode, clicking on the selected
set of objects will

H perform a script: Sort bg Last Name

bases. We regularly use these

Q perform a command:, ::Go Fti Nesit Bt~co<d

techniques ourselves and find
they have applicability in many
circumstances.
• Column Heading Buttons
Many FileMaker databases contain report layouts that were
originally created with the columnar re-

Q switch to lagout:: :l . a g out .= l
Cancel

port option. An excerpt from such a report
is shown in Figure 2.
Often, it is desirable to organize a report based on several different criteria,

such asAmount Owed or alphabetically by

el is hidden. Hiding the status panel increases the amount of usable screen area
and allows the database designer to more
completely control the look and feel of the
database. However, if the status panel is
hidden, an alternative method for switching records is needed. We have used a
number ofbutton implementations that
allow the user to switch records. A particulary neat example is shown in Figure 4 that
incorporates many of the features of the

Last Name. An easy way to do this is to
create a script for every desired Sort sequence. In the example in Figure 2, there
could be a script that sorts by Amount
Owed and a script that sorts by Last
Name. Next, create a button for each
script by selecting the appropriate column label in Layout and linking it to
the script. See Figure 3. Then when the
First Record
Last Name column heading is pressed
(Go To Record... [l])
Previous Record
in Browse or Find mode the report is

OK

Figure 3

Figure 4

Last Record
(Go To Record... [9999])
Next Record

(Go To Record... [with Dialog])

quickly reorganized alphabetically by
Last Name.
A further enhancement to this layout is
to change the color of the column text so
that headings that are buttons are clearly
distinguished from the "plain" column
headings. This technique is an excellent
example of a very powerful use ofbuttons
that may not be immediately obvious.
• Next Record/Previous Record/Go To
Record In many databases, the status pan-

FileMaker book. A vertical version also
works well and may be a better analog to

the (hidden) book icon.
This control is constructed out of five
different pictures and a layout text object.
The Next Record and Previous Record
buttons are implemented directly using
commands available in the button dialog.
The First Record and Last Record buttons
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are implemented using the "Go To
Record..." command in the button dialog.
Simply by specifying record one and
record 9999 (or some other record number higher than the highest number of
records in the database) when creating

this case, the dialog should appear so that
the user can type in the specific record
number they wish to view.

each button, FileMaker will go to the first

where it is useful for a field to act as a but-

and last records, respectively. Be sure to

ton. For example, a user typically wants to

specify that this command is to be performed without the dialog, so that the user
does not have to OK the dialog each time
they press the button.
The button in the center of this control
set is an interesting combination. Its back-

locate particular records. To do so, they
might switch to a Find screen, enter a Find
request, and locate one or more records.
Let's say that after the Find command,

ground is a drop shadow rectangle so that
it is clear that this is a button, and not just
layout text. The record number shown in
the center is dynamically updated as the
user changes records. On the layout it appears as "NS", which is the FileMaker lay-

out symbol for record number. The layout
text and the graphic are grouped so that

they are a single button object that activates the Go To Record... command. In

Figure 5
View as List Lagout
Clicking on a record in the summarg lagout
switches to the detail lagout

• Invisible Buttons As stated previous-

ly, any object except a field can become a
button. However, there are circumstances

they return to a View as List layout that
contains summary information about each
matching record. How, then, can the user
easily identify target records and switch to
a view where they can see detailed information about the record> The diagram in
Figure 5 demonstrates the concept.
The useful task illustrated in Figure 5

can be accomplished as follows. In Layout,
draw a large invisible object (to be made
into a button) on top of all of the objects
for one record on the View as List layout.
Select the Define Button command from
the Scripts menu and pick the Switch to
Layout option. Select the desired detail
layout as the target layout. Once the button is the proper size and is associated
with a button command, select the rectan-

gle, and choose None for line width in the
status area. Also make sure the button
does not have a fill pattern or fill color. In
Currentlgselected record is the record
clicked on in the summarg lagout
Invisible Button
(Show Buttons Active)

Figure 6
Last Name
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First Name

CoaFaaF
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Layout mode with Show Buttonsactive,

sometimes desireable to jump to the start

the newly created button might appear as
shown in Figure 6.
Now, in Browse mode, when the user

of a range of letters. The layout shown in
Figure 7 demonstrates this idea.
In Browse,the buttons in the footer

clicks on a record, FileMaker will immediately switch to the detail layout with the

appear at the bottom of the screen. The

For more about button

first button will locate all names starting
with A, the second button will locate all

design philosophy, see

those starting with D, and so on. Each of

m ent in
issue ¹36 on

the buttons is linked to a different script
that finds the names starting with the first
letter of that range (that is, it enters a single letter in the Name field in Find mode).
The trick is in the next step: create a second script that is chained to the first that
executes the Find All command. When the
button is pushed, the first script restricts
the found set to include only entries starting with a specific letter. Then the second
script wipes out the found set, finding all
of the records in the database again. The

page 11.

record the user clicked on shown. This
technique works because the button is in
front of all of the other objects on the layout, so it receives the mouse click first.
Therefore, it is crucial that the button be
the last object added to this layout or that
it be moved to the top with the Move to
Front command from the Arrange menu.
Keep in mind that it is now not possible to click in the record and remain in the
Viewas List layout as long as the button
exists. This can be an advantage if you
want the user to not change data using this
layout. Note, however, that it is still possible to select the first field in the current
record in the list layout by pressing the

Tab key.
An alternative approach is to create a
visible smaller button at one end of the
Viewas List record and use it for moving
to the detail layout. Then the record may

Mike McLane's com-

side effect of this combination of scripts,
which is what makes this tip work, is that
the first record of the range becomes the
current record, and remains selected even
after the Find All command.

Summary

be edited in either list or detail layouts.

Buttons are an important addition to
FileMaker's capabilities. They put the

• Find Range Buttons One very common use of FileMaker databases is to construct phone lists or address lists. Often it
is nice to focus on a range of names, all
starting with a particular letter. However,
we may not want to find only the names
starting with a given letter, but rather it is

power of FileMaker's commands in an interface that you design. However, remember that anyone can design an ugly interface. Use restraint and consistency to add
the most value, and most of all, keep the
design clean.

Figure 7

C lar is Phone Direc t o r
llane

Phone nunber

Dept

....... Phpnenueiber..................... .epi........

ll Pg %$

htS

ACDI B e eper A pp l e Link

step AGD.px.Beeper......... AppleLink..........

Find Range Buttons
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FileMaker Quick Tips
Formatting ZIP codes (by Joe Kroeger)
One of my address files has a ZIP field
with a mixture of five-digit and nine-digit
ZIP codes. It turned out that some of the

long ones had a dash after the fifth digit
and some had been entered without the

dash. The problem is to devise an equation
that would edit the file and insert the dash

when needed.
I figured one obvious way to select the
ZIPs that needed editing is to count the
length of the ZipText field.
ZipLength

=

(text result)

Length (ZipText)
A five-digit ZIP code should have a

length of 5, a nine-digit ZIP with a dash
should be length 10 and a nine-digit ZIP

without a dash should be length 9.
"If the length of the
ZipText field is equal to

Then I used ZipLength in an equation
that created a new ZIP field with dashes
inserted where needed:

9, put into the
NewZipText field the
left-most 5 characters
of ZipText followed by
a dash followed by the
right-most 4 characters
from ZipText. If the
length of ZipText is any
valueexcept 9, putthe
contents of ZipText
into NewZipText."

NewZipText =

(text result)

(ZipLength =

If
9, Left(ZipText,5) & "-"
& Right(ZipText,4), ZipText)
Works fine. By the way, when I did a

years and make the difference between a
wonderful file and a pain. The classic example is a ZIP Code field — should it be a

text or number field> Most people who
haven't spent a lot of time with address
files are unaware that some ZIPs in the
U.S. start with a zero. If ZIP is defined as a
number field, FileMaker drops leading
zeroes, screwing up the data.
Here is how to avoid this type of problem with phone fields. First, a phone field
should be a Text field, not a Number field.

The reason is straightforward enough:
phone numbers often require some text,
like "X" for "extension", and you don't
want FileMaker to ignore all the nonnumber characters in your phone fields.
Also, phone numbers use spaces and/or
dashes in formatting and FileMaker handles those oddities much better as Text.
Second, use a single repeating field to
hold all phone numbers in a record, rather
than creating a separate field for each
phone type (like Home Phone, Work
Phone, etc...). The biggest advantage of a

single, repeating field to hold all phone
numbers is that you can Find for a phone
number, or piece of a phone number, in
one field, rather than many. This saves a

View Index on the ZipLength field I was

lot of time when your dog chews up a

quite surprised to discover more values
than just 5, 9, and 10. ZipLength turned
out to be a convenient way to highlight
some bad ZIP entries and is thus a nice
debugging tool. I now include it in many
of my address files.

phone message and all you can salvage
from the little wet pink spit ball is a few
odd digits. A additional minor advantage
is that you will probably save some file
space. People these days can have many
different phone numbers — home, work,
FAX, beeper, modem, spouse work, car
phone — but most people will not have all
types. By creating a second repeating field,
Phone Type (also text, same number of
repeats asPhone), and using it in parallel
with the Phone field (see Figure 1) you can
store phone type without creating many

Phone Fields (by Mike Harris)
One of the problems with an easy-touse program like FileMaker is that, while it
may be easy for a beginner to customize a
program, it can be very difficult to make
the right decisions about the little details,
Page 14 • Issue 41

details which will haunt a database for
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ictdle..N Last.Name..........

separate fields. You lose nothing, by the

Phone T e

Phone

way, in your ability to Find all records
with a phone number of a certain type. To
Find all records with a FAX number, just

F A X PhoneCalc

Figure 1

do a Find and put FAX in the first line of

Phone Type.It will find all records with a
FAX number regardless of where in the
repeating field the "FAX" entry occurs.
Thus you need not enter phone numbers
in any particular sequence.
"OK," you say, "but suppose I want to

Harris
Phone Type FAXPhoneCalc

Phone

create a FAX cover letter for this address
file with phone numbers. I want to put the
FAX number of the recipient on the FAX
cover sheet, but this FAX number is buried
in some indeterminate line of a repeating
field, and the fact that it is the FAX number isn't even in the same field as the number itself. How in the world can I deal with
this situation using your scheme?"

Home
Car
FAX
Work

408 438-2778
408 221-6916
408 761-5468
408 761-3987

Figure 2

408 761-5468

FAX: 408 76P-5468

Watertechnics
64D RennyLane
Wahrpnviiie, CA 9$076
408 76M987
Appielink x2338

FAX COVER SHEET

As Miss Piggy would say,"Pas probleme, ma petite chou-fleur". I would not
leave you in the lurch. Create another repeating field but this time make it a text
calculation:

To

City

.CitY..

FAX Phone Calc =
{text result)
=
"FAX",
Phone,
"")
If(Phone Type

Fax No.

Fax.Phone...CaLC..

F...irst..riame............
Company C.ompariy..

Figure 2 shows how all three fields

Figure 3

work together. FAX Phone Calc extracts

on the FAX phone number(s). PlaceFAX
FAX: 408 76 F-5468

Watertmhnics

Phone Calc on the FAX cover sheet layout
and chose "Slide Objects" for the FAX

64D RennyLane
Watsonviiie, CA 9$076
408 76 7-3987
AppleLink x2338

Phone Calcfield and the associated horizontal line. Figure 3 shows such a FAX
Cover layout. Figure 4 shows the result as
it will print out.
I keep phone numbers in repeating
fields like this and I find it more efficient.

FAX COVER SHEET
Company

Michael Harris
Wa tertechnics

City

Watsonviiie

Fax No.

408 76 1 - 5468

To

Figure 4
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